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By 2013, illegal cannabis grows were such a destructive environmental force in 
California that state water regulators decided it was time to go beyond their 
complaint-driven, piecemeal approach at enforcement. 

That required knowing how much cannabis there was statewide, and where. 

Nearly a decade later, the answer still eludes California. 

So the Los Angeles Times embarked on its own effort to map illegally grown 
cannabis, one that depended on a view from space. 

Cannabis operations are easy to spot in satellite imagery. Plastic-covered hoop 
houses and plots of individual dark-green plants are distinctive and hard to 
miss, even more so in clear-cut tracts of forest or vast expanses of desert. 

The Times obtained 2021 satellite imagery from a mix of public and private 
sources to canvass nearly 3,000 square miles of land in parts of six counties: 
Siskiyou, Trinity, Mendocino, Shasta, Butte and San Bernardino. 

The analysis counted outdoor cultivation spots and measured the square 
footage of greenhouses. It avoided areas with other active agriculture that 
could be mistaken for cannabis, and looked for telltale signs of weed, such as 
outdoor swimming pools to hold water and outdoor plots adjacent to hoop 
houses. 

To estimate greenhouse crops, The Times used industry-supplied yield 
formulas. Not all greenhouses were filled and some crops were lost to wildfire 
or police raids, so The Times followed another industry practice and reduced 
raw crop estimates by 30%. 



Measured that way, the survey area contained 25 million square feet of illicit 
greenhouses with ample capacity to grow 2.6 million pounds of weed — 
enough to supply the entire legal California market. 

The illegality of these grows was determined using licensing maps obtained 
from the state Department of Cannabis Control, county permit databases, 
hemp registrations and tax assessor parcel records. On Native American 
reservations, where unique ordinances sometimes permit commercial 
cultivation, The Times also used ownership maps obtained from the 
Department of Interior’s Bureau of Indian Affairs. 

By comparing these 2021 maps with those created from satellite imagery four 
to five years earlier by The Times or by state contractors, the analysis 
documented dramatic shifts in how and where cannabis is grown. 

In every place The Times looked, illicit cannabis production had increased 
since California reduced criminal penalties for unlicensed operations as part 
of legalization. There was little variation between areas that licensed cannabis 
and those that banned it. The findings suggest efforts to draw cannabis 
growers into the legal market are foundering. All but 68 of the 782 cannabis 
farms below Post Mountain in Trinity County, for instance, lacked a state 
license as of early 2022. 

Cannabis researchers at UC Berkeley follow a similar methodology to map and 
measure changes in cannabis cultivation. Humboldt and El Dorado counties 
also use satellite imagery to find illicit growers and enforce local cannabis 
codes. 

California’s effort to map cannabis began in 2013 after complaints from Butte 
and other counties that failure to curb illicit operations violated the federal 
Clean Water Act. The state’s various environmental agencies created 
marijuana enforcement divisions, and the California State Water Resources 
Control Board in 2015 brought in a private contractor to identify cannabis 
crops. 

The results were outmoded and incomplete. The company reviewed satellite 
images for only a fraction of California’s geography, steering clear of federal 
and agricultural lands. Its process was so slow the final maps were two to four 
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years out of date, and the 29,000 “facilities” identified as cannabis grows 
included not just greenhouses and gardens but also shopping centers. 

Deep within the California Water Resources Control Board, a state engineer in 
2017 took up the task of building a faster, more comprehensive tool. It was a 
machine-learning program that could automatically detect cannabis 
cultivation on high-resolution satellite images. 

Agency staff dubbed it CannaVision. 

By 2020, CannaVision could find cannabis farms missed by the state 
contractor, and canvass entire counties overnight. The program generated 
keen interest across state agencies from staff frustrated by years of hunting for 
cannabis crops degrading streams and endangering wildlife. 

Over the course of eight months, talking point memos and draft news releases 
were prepared describing CannaVision as able to quickly identify illegal sites, 
and steer regulators to where environmental damage was greatest. 

The software also was credited with the ability to calculate the amount of 
cannabis grown in California — though state officials say it has yet to be put to 
that task. 

Ready for public launch, the agency in August 2020 gave Gov. Gavin 
Newsom’s office its first full look at CannaVision, including maps that showed 
that illicit cultivation outnumbered licensed grows. The governor’s office was 
represented by Newsom’s senior cannabis advisor, now head of the 
Department of Cannabis Control, Nicole Elliott. 

Days later, the public rollout was killed and its website taken down, according 
to documents released under the state’s public records law. Even public 
relations staff who spent months honing the media package were not told why. 
The deputy water agency director who had led the presentation to Elliott 
described the situation as “a giant clusterf—” and told fellow directors he 
would explain only by private chat. 

Elliott didn’t recall making specific comments or objections at the meeting, a 
spokesperson for the Department of Cannabis Control said, “but to the best of 



her knowledge there was a discussion related to data quality and use of the 
resource as an investigative tool.” The water agency said that after the briefing 
with Elliott, staff “received questions about the accuracy of the data” from 
unnamed participants and a decision was made that CannaVision “was still in 
its infancy and a formal rollout would be premature.” 

A shroud of secrecy then soon enveloped the program. Water administrators 
sought legal advice on keeping CannaVision out of the public eye, exempt from 
public records disclosure. 

Internal discussions show they struggled to provide a reason to keep 
CannaVision confidential. Suggestions ranged from whether a private 
company could replicate the software for profit to whether CannaVision might 
make illegal cultivators targets for robbery. 

“We need to put on our nefarious hats and think about how someone could 
use this data to do ill,” CannaVision’s developer wrote. “I think we should try 
to slow the release of it for a while since we don’t really have the full picture of 
how a bad actor could use this.” 

Privacy concerns were raised again a year later to deny The Times access to 
CannaVision’s raw maps. The water agency agreed to provide only maps 
showing the number of greenhouses per square mile. 

It took nine months for the state agency to release the documents and emails 
used to produce this story, while an agency spokesperson sought to blur 
CannaVision’s singular focus on cannabis, suggesting it could also be used to 
identify avocado plantations. 

But internally, CannaVision was embraced as a tool against illegal cultivation. 

Agency records and interviews show the computer program’s data runs are 
now shared with agencies willing to sign confidentiality agreements, including 
the Department of Fish and Wildlife, which raids illegal farms. Most recently, 
it was used to identify cannabis cultivation on a Humboldt County watershed 
where low water conditions imperil native salmon. Weeks later, state cannabis 
officers began a series of surprise farm inspections in the area. 

https://wildlife.ca.gov/


At a December agency presentation, the governor’s environmental protection 
secretary, Jared Blumenfeld, applauded CannaVision as a tool to target and 
deter illicit cultivators, who, he said, “would be like, ‘Jesus, these guys have an 
eye in the sky, we need to think twice.’” 
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When the cannabis dispensary Hierba opened on Cesar Chavez Avenue in 
October, customers had “sticker shock,” Guillermo Menjivar, the general 
manager, recalled. 

Even with a 30% opening week discount, shoppers still couldn’t understand 
why, for instance, a gram of First Class Funk cost $15. 

They could be forgiven: Until Hierba — the first legal dispensary in the city’s 
Boyle Heights neighborhood — opened its doors, the only options in the area 
were unlicensed storefronts that charge far less for cannabis products because 
they don’t abide by the raft of taxes and regulatory obligations that state and 
local officials impose on legitimate operations. 

A mile east of Menjivar’s clean, brightly lit business, in fact, an unmarked and 
unlicensed shop had put a folding sign out on the sidewalk that read, “4.5 
grams for $20.” Inside the dimly lit room was a bare-bones array of grimy 
mason jars piled high with bargain-priced buds. 

The continuing success of illegal cannabis shops and the struggles of legal ones 
in the heart of L.A.’s Eastside offer a stark illustration of how 
California’s legalization of marijuana has gone wrong. Far from being 
eradicated, the black market is booming in plain sight, luring customers away 
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from aboveboard retailers with their cheaper — if untested and unregulated — 
product. 

Unlicensed dispensaries have become hotbeds of crime. Sometimes the 
operators are the perpetrators, authorities say, selling cocaine and 
methamphetamine alongside cannabis. At other times, they are the victims. In 
August 2021, a man was gunned down in the doorway of the illegal dispensary 
he ran in East Los Angeles. 

Authorities have made little progress in curbing the cannabis black market. 
Prosecutions are rare, according to court records, and shop employees say 
some dispensaries don’t even wait a day to reopen after being shut down by 
the police. 

“I don’t see it slowing down,” said one security guard at an illegal dispensary 
that has been raided four times in the last year and a half. “Just look up and 
down the street. It’s everywhere. And everyone’s making money.” 

In the battle over black-market and legal cannabis, Indiana Street is a dividing 
line. To its west is the city of Los Angeles, where local laws allow retail 
cannabis businesses to operate, provided the required licenses and permits are 
obtained. 

On the other side of Indiana Street is East Los Angeles, unincorporated county 
land where cannabis licenses are not issued and it remains illegal for anyone 
to operate a dispensary. 

Investigators for the L.A. County Sheriff’s Department say there are 25 to 30 
illegal dispensaries operating in the East Los Angeles area — the most of any 
of the department’s patrol regions. In all, there are an estimated 150 to 160 
illegal dispensaries in the department’s jurisdiction, which includes 
unincorporated county land and cities that contract with the sheriff, according 
to a sheriff’s narcotics investigator who asked to remain anonymous because 
he works undercover. 

Most of East L.A.’s dispensaries are clustered along Whittier Boulevard. Long 
the commercial heart of the neighborhood, the boulevard is crowded with 
narrow storefronts offering money transfers, phone repairs and tailoring, 



pawnshops and medical clinics, shoe stores and immigration law practices. 
Racks of discounted clothing compete for sidewalk space with women selling 
aguas frescas and chopped fruit. 

Some of the dozen or so illegal dispensaries operating on any given day along 
the boulevard advertise openly, with signage on the property and Yelp pages. 
Others are more discreet, changing their names or forgoing names altogether. 
One shop covered its windows with signage from the car insurance agency 
next door. 

When undercover detectives asked employees in the shop’s lobby if they sold 
insurance, they laughed and said no, according to a search warrant 
application. Detectives served the warrant last September, seizing cannabis, 
cash from the register and a safe, two handguns, a rifle, a drum ammunition 
magazine and bags of what authorities suspected was cocaine, court records 
show. 

A Times reporter visited the dispensary two months after the raid. Through 
the first door was a gloomy lobby with couches pushed up against the walls, a 
vending machine in a corner and a door at the back with a sign that read, 
“We’re open.” Through that door, then another one, was a small room lined 
with glass display cases. Inside were jars full of cannabis priced from $8 to 
$10 a gram. 

The sole employee said he was just a clerk and couldn’t say who managed the 
dispensary. A request for comment left with the clerk wasn’t returned. 

Dozens of affidavits filed at the East Los Angeles courthouse to obtain search 
warrants make clear that for most dispensaries along Whittier Boulevard, 
being raided by the police is no deterrent. One shop on Whittier Boulevard has 
been searched by the Sheriff’s Department four times in the last year and a 
half, most recently in February, when detectives carried off its inventory and 
$819 in cash. 

The dispensary’s security guard described a recent raid to a Times reporter. 
Deputies broke down the door, seized all the product and money, and cited 
him and several other employees. With a court date approaching, the guard 
said he didn’t plan to show up and predicted the authorities wouldn’t pursue 
the case. 



The security guard, who declined to give his name, said he had worked at a 
Marshalls department store before getting the job at the dispensary. He said 
he didn’t know who owns the shop, the source of the cannabis it sells or how 
much money it makes. He and other employees were “just trying to make our 
bread,” he said. 

“People come in and they’re appreciative because it’s a lot cheaper than if they 
went somewhere legal,” the guard said, noting that the price they see is the 
price they pay — no taxes added. 

Down Whittier Boulevard, a dispensary called Whittier’s Best Buds has been 
raided five times in the last year, search warrants show. 

Investigators seeking a judge’s permission to search an unlicensed dispensary 
and carry off evidence — cannabis, digital video recorders, cash, paperwork 
that might indicate its ownership structure — have a low bar to clear, search 
warrant records show. It is often as simple as noting people entering a 
storefront empty-handed and leaving with small white bags, walking into a 
shop in plainclothes and asking an employee about marijuana prices, or citing 
a dispensary’s Yelp page. 

Detectives can also apply for a court order to shut off the business’ power for 
90 days, although, as a deputy wrote in seeking yet another warrant to search 
Whittier’s Best Buds, operators “find creative ways to power the business.” 
When the shop was raided in February, detectives carried off a Predator 3500 
generator along with cannabis and $4,159 in cash. 

Sandwiched between a cellphone store and a shop selling women’s clothing, 
the dispensary offers grams of “top shelf” marijuana for as little as $8, 
according to a menu taped above a security window. In the dispensary’s lobby, 
which was painted with a large, colorful cartoon character inhaling from a 
bong, a man who identified himself as the owner complained to a Times 
reporter about the Sheriff’s Department’s raids, which he described as “legal 
robbery.” 

Wearing a baseball cap that read “F— Joe Biden,” he said his initial goal was to 
obtain a license and the necessary permits to run an above-board business in 
an area of the county that allows it. “Lots of people want to get licensed, but 
the government doesn’t want to give it to them,” he said. 



“Tax, permit, license,” he said, ticking off the things for which a legal operator 
has to pay. “We’re going to take your money. Without [the] license, we’re 
going to f— you up with raids. Either way, you’re going to lose.” 

The raids have not made him consider shutting down, he said. “Why am I 
going to close shop? People are crying for this stuff, crying for weed.” 

Many of the people arrested on suspicion of operating or working at illegal 
dispensaries in unincorporated parts of the county are not prosecuted. Those 
who are typically don’t face cannabis offenses, but weapons charges after 
being caught with guns, according to a review of court records. Even then, 
some defendants were allowed to enter diversion programs and have their 
charges dismissed. 

One man was arrested at Whittier’s Best Buds on suspicion of maintaining a 
place to sell controlled substances, a felony, and was found to be carrying a 
handgun, records show. Charged five months later with a misdemeanor crime 
of possessing a concealed gun, the man avoided prosecution by entering a 
diversion program. After he showed he’d taken a gun safety class and 
registered the weapon, the judge ordered the Sheriff’s Department to return 
$600 in cash and the newly registered Glock 19 handgun they’d seized from 
him, records show. 

Greg Risling, a spokesman for the Los Angeles County district attorney’s 
office, said prosecutors charge people with crimes associated with operating 
illegal dispensaries “when the evidence has been sufficient to prove.” The 
typical charge, Risling said, is a violation of the county prohibition on 
cannabis dispensaries, a misdemeanor. 

Lt. Howard Fuchs of the Sheriff’s Department’s Narcotics Bureau disputed 
this. “The district attorney will not file these cases whatsoever,” he said. “Even 
if it’s near a school, they’ve told us they will not file these cases.” 

The lieutenant said prosecuting people who operate or work at illegal 
dispensaries — and securing meaningful penalties — would be the most 
effective way to shut them down. Other strategies, like obtaining court orders 
to cut off a dispensary’s utilities, are easily circumvented, he said, while civil 
actions pursued by county lawyers to evict or lock out illegal operators are 



time-consuming and difficult to carry out in a meaningful way given the scale 
of the problem. 

When it comes to charging people for crimes related to illegal dispensaries, 
“there’s this attitude: It’s just cannabis, we’re not going to incarcerate people 
for that,” Fuchs said. “Well, you’re just telling the legal market, ‘Good luck.’” 

Illegal dispensaries, meanwhile, are making money “hand over fist,” Fuchs 
said. His detectives have seized cash and ledgers documenting sales that 
indicate the busier ones are making as much as $25,000 a day in revenue, he 
said. 

An illegal dispensary can cost just a few thousand dollars to open, 
investigators say: rent, product, some display cases, a surveillance system, 
wages for a few employees. 

Compare this to Menjivar’s dispensary, Hierba. The shop’s backers have 
invested several million dollars and worked for nearly three years to open it, 
he said. Driving up the start-up cost, he said, are delays in the application 
process: state regulators certified the dispensary in April 2021, but city 
authorities did not allow it to open until October. 

For some applicants, the process has taken as long as 18 months, Menjivar 
said. All the while they must keep paying rent. “You’re literally at their mercy,” 
he said. 

Legal operators must also abide by local regulations that dictate where 
dispensaries can operate, so called “green zones” away from schools and 
playgrounds. This restricts the real estate available to a scrupulous dispensary 
operator. 

All of this contributes to the price that consumers pay, Menjivar said. 
Certification that the product has been tested for toxins, excise taxes on 
wholesale purchases, sales taxes levied by state and local authorities — “it 
costs more to do it the right way,” he said. 

Vito Ceccia, a detective supervisor who oversees enforcement of unlicensed 
cannabis shops for the LAPD, said police work alone won’t be enough to 



ensure legal dispensaries survive. Local officials will need to educate the 
public about the benefits of patronizing licensed shops and stress the quality 
control that goes into their products. 

“We realize this is not a law-enforcement-specific issue anymore,” he said. 
“We’re not going to arrest our way out of unlicensed cannabis sales.” 

The evening of Aug. 11, 2021, Daniel Franco was standing outside the illegal 
dispensary that he operated on Whittier Boulevard when a barrage of 
gunshots were fired from across the street. 

As Franco tried to retreat inside, a bullet went through his head. He died on 
the floor of the shop, six feet from his revolver, which was resting on a table, 
according to a coroner’s report. A coroner’s investigator noted bullet holes in 
the walls and “large amounts” of cannabis heaped in plastic trays in the room 
where Franco died. 

Twelve shell casings fired from an assault rifle were found across the street. 
Eight more casings lay near the doorway of the dispensary, indicating that the 
shooter had chased after Franco, the investigator wrote. 

His death is one example of the violence that plagues illegal dispensaries, 
whose owners, employees and customers are vulnerable to being robbed, 
swindled or killed, authorities say. Nonfatal crimes are rarely reported for fear 
of drawing scrutiny from the police. 

It’s unclear why Franco was targeted; the sheriff’s detective investigating his 
death, Scott Giles, declined to discuss the case. “We don’t want the public or 
the people responsible to know what we know,” he said. No arrests have been 
made. 

In a search warrant served in connection with the shooting, sheriff’s 
investigators said they believed Franco’s shop may have been associated with 
another illegal dispensary. A week after the killing, someone called the 
Sheriff’s Department to report seeing two men, one carrying an AR-15-style 
assault rifle, enter a store on Cesar Chavez Avenue a mile and a half northwest 
of Franco’s shop, a detective wrote in an affidavit used to obtain the warrant. 



When deputies responded to the call and entered the store, they discovered it 
was a dispensary. Cannabis, hashish, honey oil and, in a corner, an AR-15 were 
in plain view, according to the warrant. Three men and a woman were 
detained, and detectives carried off the rifle, the cannabis products and $971 
in cash. 

Deputies had raided the shop — a blue stucco building with an iron security 
door and no signage — three times in the last four months. Detectives believed 
the dispensary was “related” to Franco’s shop “because the same employees 
have been arrested at both locations on multiple occasions,” the warrant says. 

One of the men detained that day, Israel Zuniga, has been charged with 
possessing a concealed gun in a public place, records show. He was arrested at 
the same dispensary three months later and charged with maintaining a place 
for the purposes of selling marijuana. In March, he was arrested a third time 
at the shop and now faces a second charge of possessing a concealed firearm, 
records show. Zuniga, 23, has pleaded not guilty to the charges — all 
misdemeanors — and remains free, pending the resolution of his cases. He has 
not been charged in connection to Franco’s killing. 

The dispensary on Cesar Chavez Avenue where Zuniga was detained remains 
open. In its reception area, a Times reporter asked the clerk to speak with the 
shop’s proprietor. “Hold on,” he said, and disappeared through a door in the 
back of the store. He returned about a minute later and said he would have to 
“kindly decline” due to “privacy reasons.” 

Most of the illegal dispensaries in East Los Angeles are being “taxed” by gangs, 
said the undercover sheriff’s investigator. The more sophisticated gangs 
demand money, while the cruder ones are content with free product, the 
investigator said. 

“They know they’re both doing illicit activity, and no one’s going to say 
anything,” he said. 

Two of the area’s largest gangs, Varrio Nuevo Estrada and East L.A.-13, have 
opened dispensaries of their own, according to the investigator, staffing them 
with gang members and selling not just marijuana but methamphetamine, 
heroin and guns. 



“They saw it was not complicated at all to run a cannabis storefront,” he said. 

One security guard who works at several illegal dispensaries said gang 
members had been trying to tax the owners of a shop where he worked on 
Whittier Boulevard. The guard, a 26-year-old Compton resident who earns 
$15 an hour to stand guard with an unregistered handgun, asked not to be 
identified because he is involved in illegal activity. 

Around 9 one night last September, he noticed several men standing outside 
the dispensary. It seemed like they were casing the shop, he said, so he walked 
outside and hid his gun in his car: If he was about to get robbed, he thought 
he’d rather not have it on him. 

Eight men walked into the dispensary. One pointed a gun at him and told him 
to lay down and put his hands behind his head, he recalled. They took his 
phone and his keys. He heard the screams of the women who worked as bud 
tenders, he said, and he thought they were all about to die. 

The men took “everything we had,” he said, including the shop’s product, 
money from the register, and money and personal property from him and 
other employees. 

He believed the men who robbed the dispensary were from the same gang that 
had been trying to tax it. As far as he knew, he said, the owners never reported 
the robbery or the extortion. 

“What are the shops going to do?” he asked. “Call the cops, when it’s illegal?” 
 


